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Welcome to Aviator90
What is Aviator90?
Aviator90 was originally made (in 2010) to be a 90 day course with a new les-
son every other day. That makes 45 video lessons!

What is taught in these 45 lessons? You can see a full list on the contents page, 
but to summarize, it is a video series taught by me, Chris Palmer, to show you 
real pilot skills that you can put to use in your simulator.

The lessons are simple, because I am a simple minded pilot. Numbers flying is 
important, but we focus on what makes great aviators. That’s things like stick 
and rudder skills, decision making and situational awareness.

Aviator90 is a very powerful course that is guaranteed to teach you something 
about being an aviator, even if you are an experienced virtual aviator.

Why Aviator90?
I created Aviator90 because I wanted to give something back to the community. 
I got so lost in making products for sale, that I forgot about what it was like to 
be a flight simmer.

So I set off to create my best product ever, and give it away for free.
However there were a few more reasons than this to do this series. Here are 
some other factors that were both intentional and unintentional when we cre-
ated Aviator90:

•    We proved we can make great content fast.
•    The basics of flight are really important.
•    Show the community we make quality educational videos.
•    Build a following of people that love our stuff.
•    Share our passion for aviation and flight sim with the community. 

After you have finished watching Aviator90 your will have all the basic skills 
you need to fly VFR, and a foundation for more advanced forms of flying. 
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What Kind of Aviators?
To be completely and totally honest, we’ll not be all things to all people. We 
are very clear that if we try to be everything to everybody, we’ll be nothing to 
anybody. This means that not all people will like our stuff, or the way we do 
things, butt that is fine by us.

We do feel we strike a major chord in the hearts of many virtual aviators. We 
know that there is still so much to learn and we are doing our best to teach 
even the basic information about flight that may have been overlooked.

There are flight simmers out there that like to jump in the simulator, load up the 
default aircraft, and fly around their home town without needing or wanting to 
know any procedures.

That is not what we do!

We teach real world procedures that can be used in the virtual world. We 
believe that a greater sense of realism of how flight really is, can be gained 
through the videos we produce. That REALLY excites us!

We all spend a lot of money on addons that look realistic, scenery that looks 
just like places we live or visit, but do we invest time and energy in the actual 
procedures that pilots use every day?

For some of you, that may be the case. But for most of flight simulation this 
‘training’ has been neglected. This is where we come in. 

Angle of Attack is a very unique company, second to none, and we feel we 
know the aviators that are part of our flight crew — because we listen and react 
to what your needs are on a day-to-day basis.

How many other companies in flight simulation can you say that about? Some, 
maybe, but not many.

So, be excited! You are welcome with open arms into our awesome community 
of like minded virtual aviators!

“The series has sincerely helped keep the aviation flame burning in me”
- Charles Earl, Aviator90 Student
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Recommended Addons
ORBX Scenaries
Most of the Aviator90 series is flown in the Pacific Northwest Scenery from 
ORBX. This scenery is second to none in it’s quality and realism, as you will see 
throughout the series. Each and every tree has been hand-placed, each airport 
has been custom designed, and it shows.

This is a purchase that is guaranteed to make your jaw drop.

www.fullterrain.com

Carenado Airplanes
Carenado specializes in making realistic and run down general aviation aircraft. 
These aircraft look like they’ve been flown for years, which most aircraft do, 
and it adds a great realistic feel to the scenery.

Throughout this series we use many of their aircraft - Cessna 152, 172, 185 and 
206.

www.carenado.com/

Real Environment Xtreme
REX for short, this weather and texture add-on is second to none. Not only 
does this great product have nice sky, cloud, sun and other environment tex-
tures, but it also has taxiway, runway, grass and water textures. It works really 
well with FTX PNW.

In addition, the product also has a built in weather generation engine that will 
give you the real weather in your area.

www.realenvironmentxtreme.com/

EZDok Camera
Because I film videos I generally use a camera addon to get great views and 
sweeping shots that look like they came from Hollywood. However, this addon 
is much different, and here’s why:

When you’re in the cockpit, this camera addon basically turns your VC into a 
2D cockpit. With predefined camera views in the 3D space, you can switch be-
tween views and it actually transitions from one place to the other rather than 
just popping up a panel like the 2D views.

In addition there are camera shakes and bumps that are dynamic, and based on 
what the aircraft is actually doing. It looks very realistic.

www.ezdok-software.com/

FSUIPC
If you have a yoke and rudder pedals (which you should) FSUIPC will assist you 
in setting up all your controls and switches to things you want, and for different 
aircraft. FS9 and FSX are known for handling controls horribly, and FSUIPC fixes 
a lot of the issues not only with the controls, but little quirks in the FS engine.

www.schiratti.com

Aerosoft Beaver X
The Aerosoft Beaver (based on the DeHaviland Beaver from the real world) is a 
true Bush Flying workhorse. This thing has all the guts and power and awesome 
avionics capability to match. I just love to fly this aircraft around the Pacific 
North West.

www.aerosoft.com/

http://www.fullterrain.com
http://www.carenado.com/
http://www.realenvironmentxtreme.com/
http://www.ezdok-software.com/
http://www.schiratti.com
http://www.aerosoft.com/cgi-local/us/iboshop.cgi?showd80!0,5941203930,10389_1
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Episode 1
Lift
Lift is what makes an aircraft fly. Contrary to popular belief, it’s not just magic 
(although, sometimes it seems like it).

There are a few explanations for lift including the push theory as well as the 
equal-timedistance and Bernoulli Principle. Personally, I think the push theory is 
sufficient enough for explaining lift.

With that said, there were some great comments after the video from many 
other real pilots that had other more complex ways of explaining it in deeper 
scientific terms, which may be up your alley.

Episode Challenge
How do you explain lift? Which theory makes the most sense to you? Make a 
comment on the blog post and share your thoughts after watching the video.

Episode 2
The Other Three Forces
Lift is only 1 of 4 forces that are placed upon an aircraft. The other three forces 
are:

Weight- Weight is opposite of lift and could also be described as gravity. As Sir 
Isaac Newton said “For every action there is an equal and opposite reaction”.

Thrust- Thrust is the FORWARD motion of the aircraft. Essentially, the prop cre-
ates lift forward which then pulls the aircraft through the air.

Drag- Drag is the opposite of lift and is basically the air resistance that naturally 
happens when the aircraft collides with air. Not all types of drag are created 
equal. Make sure you get familiar with induced, parasite and form drag.

Flight is a continuously changing result of the 4 forces. If you are familiar with 
these forces, it’ll
make your initial training much easier.

Episode Challenge
Look for the forces of flight in every day life, like with cars and other objects. 
Stick your hand out the window of a car and feel the drag. Make a straight
wing shape with your hand, point it upwards like a wing, and feel the lift.

View Episode >

View Episode >

http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-1
http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-2/
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Episode 3
Controls
Thankfully we aren’t held hostage by the forces of flight, allowing them to do 
what they want at will. We do have control of the aircraft by use of a yoke, 
rudder pedals, and some secondary flight controls.

The yoke, when turned, controls the ailerons. When pulling back, the aircraft 
will go up. When pushing down (or forward) on the yoke, the aircraft will go 
down. 

Rudder pedals control yaw, which is shown in the video.

A good set of controls are essential for your flight simulator. I personally use 
Saitek Yoke and Pedals Controls

Episode Challenge
Make sure your flight controls are setup and working correctly with either the 
FS control settings or FSUIPC.

Episode 4
Trim
Trim is one of the most under-taught aspects of flight. Trim will keep your 
aircraft in good flying condition by relieving you of unnecessary control 
pressures. If you are tired of having toalways keep pressure on the yoke to fly, 
then you need trim.

With trim you should be able to literally fly the aircraft with your thumb and 
index finger. Trim makes it THAT easy.

Episode Challenge
Make sure trim is set correctly on your yoke and joystick, and then practice, 
practice, practice. Get a feel for relieving the control pressures and getting the 
aircraft in a situation that makes it easy to fly.

View Episode >

View Episode >

http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-3/
http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aoa/aviator-90-episode-04/
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Episode 5
Cockpit
Being familiar with the aircraft that you fly around is important. Although most 
aircraft these days have a lot of standard things that are the same, no aircraft is 
created equal. In this episode I teach you about the different instruments and 
controls available in the cockpit.

We don’t go into a ton of depth with the cockpit, but this is simply a great intro 
to the cockpit.

Episode Challenge
Get familiar with the instruments, switches and dials. Remember the names so 
you know what I’m talking about during the Aviator90 episodes. You don’t need
to know everything about them now, just the names and locations.

Episode 6
Ground Ops
Start-up, Taxi and Run-up are all very important functions of ground operations. 
These procedures should not be taken lightly as operations on the ground can 
be just as dangerous as those in the air.

Also, it’s important to always keep good stable control of the aircraft on the 
ground. That is why good rudder pedals are certainly recommended.

Episode Challenge
Learn to taxi in a stable fashion, keep centerline, and find your way to the 
runway. Go try it out!

View Episode >

View Episode >

http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-5/
http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-6/
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Episode 7
Takeoff
It’s finally time to get in the air, after all these episodes!

Takeoff is one of the more dangerous maneuvers because of the close 
proximity to the ground. Also, if the engine is going to quit, it’ll usually do it 
during the initial, high power takeoff.

Episode Challenge
Commit to do your lights-camera-action checklist whenever it is appropriate, 
make sure to check the final for any other landing aircraft, line up with the
runway, and execute the proper takeoff technique. Remember that airspeed is 
everything!

Episode 8
Power Management
Your engine is your best friend. It’s made to not only get you in the air, but keep 
you there as long as you want and as long as you feed it.

In this episode I’ll teach you the basics of power management and how it 
relates to airspeed.

Episode Challenge
Take up an aircraft and try the different techniques shown in the video.

View Episode >

View Episode >

http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-7/
http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-8/
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Episode 9
Turns
It doesn’t make sense to have an engine or an aircraft that can climb or descend 
if you can’t point in a certain direction and go there. Turning to a heading and 
holding that heading is very important, and in this video I’ll teach you about the 
ins-and-outs of a turn.

Turn coordination is also very important and this will keep your aircraft flying 
the way it should.

Episode Challenge
Go up and get your head in a whirl. Get use to holding a certain altitude while 
turning. Also, get use to using the rudder pedals to coordinate your turns.

Episode 10
Pitch
It is said that power= altitude and pitch= airspeed. What does this mean 
exactly? It means that by use of a certain pitch angle at your current power, 
you can maintain a certain airspeed! This is very useful for takeoffs, climbs and 
descents.

Episode Challenge
Learn how to control pitch, along with making the correction pitch trim adjust-
ments to keep the aircraft flying as desired.

View Episode >

View Episode >

http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-9/
http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-10/
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Episode 11
Traffic Pattern
A traffic pattern is a standard set of legs that makes up a circuit around an 
airport, much like a race track. Learn all about a traffic pattern including it’s 
different legs and how to fly the aircraft during one.

Episode Challenge
Learn the names of the different legs, including the left and right turn 
designation. Also, learn the basics of how to control the aircraft during the 
pattern.

Episode 12
Landing
What’s the point of going up if you can’t come back down?! Although there 
is funny joke out there that said “a landing you can walk away from is a good 
one”, I disagree. You should learn how to pick a target and land on it.

Episode Challenge
Learn the point-target technique and practice doing stable approaches both on 
a straight in and from the pattern.

View Episode >

View Episode >

http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-11/
http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-12/
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Episode 13
Flare
Flare deserves an episode of it’s own. Flare is the transition between an 
approach to a landing. It’s when the aircraft is idle power and settling onto the 
runway. This can be very difficult and in this video I give you several tips on 
how you can do a great flare every time.

Episode Challenge
Learn to flare using your peripheral (side) vision and settle the wheels nicely on 
the runway. Remember, a good landing starts with a great approach.pattern.

Episode 14
Straight & Level
Straight and Level might sound more like ‘boring and stupid’ in your ears, but 
it’s actually very important. Most of your time as a pilot will be spent flying 
straight and level, so it’s probably best that you learn to do it really well.

Episode Challenge
Learn to fly straight and level by using trim and basically letting the aircraft fly 
itself, with small adjustments here and there.

View Episode >

View Episode >

http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-13/
http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-14/
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Episode 15
S-Turns
In this episode you’ll learn how to do standard rate (2 minute) turns by using a 
road. This is quite the challenging maneuver and requires you to be able to look 
out the aircraft and still be able to ‘feel’ what’s going on with the turn, flying at 
an altitude, etc.

Episode Challenge
Complete several successful and smooth consecutive s-turns using a road, 
railway or river of your choice.

Episode 16
Point Turns
Turning around a point in the air teaches you how to fly the aircraft while look-
ing out the window. This is a fairly simple maneuver, but what it teaches you is 
very important.

Episode Challenge
Complete several turns around a point both to the left and to the right.

View Episode >

View Episode >

http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-15/
http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-16/
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Episode 17
Steep Turns
Steep turns are a really fun maneuver that you’ll enjoy. This maneuver is quite 
aggressive but can be used to get you out of trouble quickly.

Episode Challenge
Complete several 360° steep turns to the left and right and keep your altitude 
within 100 feet.

Episode 18
Stalls
A stall occurs when there is no longer enough wind over the wing to remain fly-
ing. Although the aircraft does give you signs of a stall and it just won’t fall out 
of the sky, it’s important to learn how to recover from such a maneuver.

Episode Challenge
Complete both a power on and power off stall.

View Episode >

View Episode >

http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-17/
http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-18/
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Episode 19
Slow Flight
The aircraft can still be flown even when it’s on the edge of a stall. In this 
episode you’ll learn how to turn the aircraft while it teeters on the edge of stall. 
This is a very challenging maneuver!

Episode Challenge
Complete several 180 degree or less turns using the slow flight methods. Get 
your dancing shoes on, because this will take a LOT of rudder work!

Episode 20
Short and Soft Ops
An airfield with a short runway and an airfield with a soft runway (gravel, grass, 
dirt) pose special challenges that you need to be aware of. In this episode we 
go over both takeoffs and landings for both of these situations.

Episode Challenge
Performance a short field takeoff, short field landing, soft field takeoff, and soft 
field landing.

View Episode >

View Episode >

http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-19/
http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-20/
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Episode 21
Decision Making
Much of becoming a great virtual aviator depends on your decision making 
skills and how you analyze the situations you’re in. In this video simply watch as 
I discuss some lessons I’ve learned as a real pilot.

Episode Challenge
Think about how you can become a better decision maker in your virtual flight 
deck.

Episode 22
Situational Awareness
Knowing what is going on around you at all time and being familiar with what 
is also going on with your aircraft is very important. Many things make up the 
environment a pilot flies in, so be on your toes and stay ahead of the aircraft.

Episode Challenge
How can you improve your own situational awareness from moment to mo-
ment? Take those things and commit to start working on them today!

View Episode >

View Episode >

http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-21/
http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-22/
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Episode 23
Familiarity and the Unplanned
In this episode I discuss how you can know absolutely everything about what 
should happen during your flight and why it doesn’t always go as planned. You 
need to be able to take things as they come and plan for the unplanned.

Episode Challenge
Define your line between how much you should plan and what you should just 
let come at you in your flights.

Episode 24
Safety and the Uncool Pilot
Being safe is the most paramount thing you can learn as a pilot, and it is in 
about every lesson you’ll learn as a virtual aviator. Sometimes safety calls for 
having to make some really tough decisions that can make you uncool with your 
virtual passengers.

You are the pilot in command and ultimately responsible for the safety of your 
flight.

Episode Challenge
Learn what your boundaries are in the virtual world. Almost anything is possible 
and there are no real consequences, but none of us want to waste our time
and crash a flight.

View Episode >

View Episode >

http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-23/
http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-24/
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Episode 25
Free Spirit
I am a huge believer that at some point as an aviator you should just get in and 
go. There is a lot to learn from these situations. Flight simulator allows us to 
learn even more, and become more experienced.

Episode Challenge
Don’t plan anything. Get in a virtual aircraft of your choice, at an airport of your 
choice, and just fly somwhere. Any direction you want, don’t plan, just go.

Episode 26
Why Flight Plan?
In this episode I discuss many good reasons why should flight plan, and even 
more reasons why flight planning can get out of control and become useless.

Episode Challenge
Learn how much you want to plan and how much is actually necessary in what 
you do day-to-day as a virtual aviator.

View Episode >

View Episode >

http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-25/
http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-26/
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Episode 27
Aviation Weather
Learn how to listen to and track specific information from radio reports on the 
radio. Learn why these aspects are important and what you need to look for.

Episode Challenge
Go to LiveATC.net and listen to some ATIS frequencies. Dissect and write down 
the information.

Episode 28
Navigation
Learn the different types of navigation including dead reckoning, pilotage, VOR 
and NDB, and GPS navigation. Learn the pros and cons to these types and what 
you can look forward to when we do the cross country flights.

Episode Challenge
Learn the differences between the different types.

View Episode >

View Episode >

http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-27/
http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-28/
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Episode 29
Fuel and Performance Planning
Learn why fuel and performance planning can be extremely important for your 
flights. Although not always critically important, sometimes it IS important. This 
video is shot during a real flight I was taking and offers some insights to what I 
do.

Episode Challenge
Decide what type of aviator you are going to be, a heavy fuel and performance 
planner or one that goes with the flow. Be very familiar with what your aircraft
can and cannot do.

Episode 30
Flight Planning
During the same flight as last episode I discussed the decision making process I 
went through in planning this flight.

Episode Challenge
Decide what type of flight planner you are going to be.

View Episode >

View Episode >

http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-29-2-2/
http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-30-2-2/
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Episode 31
Cross Country I
During this cross country flight we take the Cessna 152 and fly from Stark’s Twin 
Oaks to a grass strip. All we are doing is picking a direction and using a map to 
pick out landmarks.

Episode Challenge
Complete this flight.

Episode 32
Cross Country II
We take the Aerosoft Beaver from a grass strip to a gravel strip and past some 
amazing mountain scenery using Direct GPS navigation. Old style runways and 
modern style navigation!

Episode Challenge
Complete this flight without making a wreck of the aircraft.

View Episode >

View Episode >

http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-31/
http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-32/
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Episode 33
Cross Country III
We take the Cessna 172 on a simple cross country flight along the pacific coast 
using VOR navigation.

Episode Challenge
Successfully track the VORs and make it to the destination.

Episode 34
Cross Country IV
Complete a short flight in the Cessna 206 using simple and short visual naviga-
tion. Also, learn about ATC communications.

Episode Challenge
Complete this flight successfully.

View Episode >

View Episode >

http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-33/
http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-34/
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Episode 35
Cross Country V
Another simple and visual flight, take the Cessna 185 for a short hop. This is a 
‘get-in-and-go’ flight.

Episode Challenge
Complete this flight in the often challenging to fly Cessna 185.

Episode 36
Cross Country VI
This episode starts to introduce some more challenging methods by teaching 
you emergency fuel conservation and how you can go a long way on a little 
fuel. Also, advanced mountain flying technique is taught. In this scenery you’ll 
see ORBX’s Darrington.

Episode Challenge
Complete the flight without running out of fuel.

View Episode >

View Episode >

http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-35/
http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-36/
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Episode 37
Cross Country VII
Continuing with advanced techniques, we will dive into VOR navigation in 
greater details, passing over 2 VORs along our route of flight and also using 
DME. ATC communication is also discussed.

Also, lost procedures and finding the airport is another big lesson you can learn 
in this episode.

Episode Challenge
Complete this flight without crashing like I did.

Episode 38
Cross Country VIII
Now take the Aerosoft Beaver as you fly in Tongass Fjords in Alaska. A bit of a 
departure from PNW, but a great place to fly nonetheless.

Beware of the landing as it’s a pretty difficult place to find and setup for.

Episode Challenge
Use GPS Navigation and some careful techniques to get setup for landing.

View Episode >

View Episode >

http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-37/
http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-38/
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Episode 39
Cross Country IX
Ever wanted to know how to fly a floatplane? Now is your chance with this 
crash course on floatplanes.

We are again in Alaska, where floatplanes are plenty, for this lengthy flight with 
awesome scenery and VOR Navigation.

Episode Challenge
Successfully complete the takeoff and landing in a floatplane. Everything else 
you’ve done before.

Episode 40
Cross Country X
There are wonderful moments as an aviator. Some of the best moments in the 
air happen during the dawn of a new day.

Take a tail dragger through the beautiful mountains of the Pacific North West.

Episode Challenge
Fly like a true Aviator without instruments. Just feel the plane with your in-
stincts and enjoy “flight”!

View Episode >

View Episode >

http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-39/
http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-40/
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Episode 41
Impossible Turn
What do you do if your engine fails right after takeoff? The initial reaction is to 
turn back to the airport. Bad idea!

Episode Challenge
Try to complete an impossible turn and learn for yourself why it can be so 
dangerous.

Episode 42
Emergency Landing
Learn how to always have a landing spot in mind when flying and also how to 
pick a field when something does happen.

There are a lot of different variables and dangers to think about when picking 
an off-field place to land, and you’ll learn a few of those here.

Episode Challenge
Choose a place to land that you think will work and complete the landing suc-
cessfully.

View Episode >

View Episode >

http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-41/
http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-42/
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Episode 43
Lost Procedures
When you get lost, there IS a way to get found, so don’t panic. Just remember 
the 5 C’s and you’re set.

Episode Challenge
Commit the 5 C’s to memory and make good decisions if you get lost.

Episode 44
Engine Fire
An Engine Fire is a dangerous and urgent situation that must be taken care of 
immediately. If you don’t know how to control the aircraft in this situation, it 
can be quite intimidating. This is an emergency procedure to the extreme.

Episode Challenge
Set an engine fire in the Free Flight Failures section of flight simulator and suc-
cessfully complete this situation.

View Episode >

View Episode >

http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-43/
http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-44/
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Episode 45
Last Episode
Can you believe it? It’s the last episode of Aviator90! It’s been a lot of fun and a 
great pleasure to be able to teach you.

In this video I share my thoughts of this experience with you and also what’s 
next!

Episode Challenge
Signup for AviatorPro today and continue your training! More information on 
the ink above!

View Episode >

The Next Step

Until Next Time
Throttle on! Chris Palmer

http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviator90/aviator90-episode-45/
http://www.flyaoamedia.com/aviatorpro/
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